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Abstract

We present a robust and automatic method to generate an idealized surface geometry of a city landscape ready to be meshed for

computer simulations. The city geometry is idealized for non viscous flow simulations and targets two main geometrical features:

the topography and the city blocks. The procedure is fully automatic and demands no human interaction given the following source

data: the city cadastre, a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of all the target domain, and Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) data

of the domain region covered by the cadastre. The geometry representation takes three main steps. First, a 2D mesh of the cadastre

is generated, where the elements are marked according to street and block regions. Second, using a DEM of the city landscape

the topography surface mesh is generated by finding the best surface mesh in the least-squares sense obtained by deforming the

previous 2D mesh. Third, we extrude the block facades and we compute a planar ceiling taking into account all the buildings

belonging to that city block. We describe the applicability of the geometry representation by presenting the work-flow required to

generate an unstructured mesh valid for non-viscous flow or transport simulations. Finally, we illustrate the main application by

obtaining a surface and tetrahedral mesh for the city of Barcelona in Spain.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Cross-scale atmospheric modeling is essential to quantify and mitigate a number of growing environmental issues

in urban areas, including extreme weather events, air quality or dispersal of toxic substances by accidental release

[1]. During the last decade, the increase in computational resources has allowed to couple mesoscale numerical

weather prediction models [2–4], having typical grid resolutions of kilometric size, with microscale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, solving for wind over complex terrains and/or at building scales [1,5,6]. This model

downscaling strategy is challenging by a number of reasons, including inconsistencies in different model’s physics,

numerical strategies and space-time resolutions. In addition, urban-scale wind and atmospheric dispersal simulations

require of appropriate geometric descriptions of the city area.

Computational meshes for urban flow simulations require an idealized geometrical description to reach a balance

between simplicity and realism. The geometric model must preserve the main features influencing the flow, such as
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streets and terrain, while removing smaller features that can not be physically modeled. Specifically, this geometry

idealization has to address the following issues:

• Detail removal. Surface geometry of a city can be obtained through Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR)

campaigns, that provide high-resolution Digital Surface Models (DSMs). However, raw data contains any

geometrical feature present at the moment of the data extraction such as cars, trees and other elements. These

details are not required for the simulation and have to be ignored by the computational mesh.

• Streets and buildings. The fluid flow will be determined by the distribution of the city streets, determined

by the surrounding buildings. City cadastre provides this information through a 2D description of the building

contours and urban components however, the topographic information is not available.

• Topography. The slope of the city underlying terrain influences the flow results and therefore, has to be

captured by the simulation geometry. Standard Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) represent the bare ground

surface topography however, no information of the buildings and other urban equipments is available.

• Automation. It is desirable to automate all the meshing process in a user-friendly manner in order to reduce

tedious, time-consuming and error-prone human intervention.

• Element count. For computational purposes, the element count poses an additional constrain because the

urban surface geometry is the input of a 3D mesher and the resulting volume mesh can easily multiply by more

than two orders of magnitudes the number of elements. This aspect is particularly critical in daily operational

frameworks, such as air quality forecasts, where a balance is needed between the number of elements and the

computational resources available in order to deliver simulation results timely.

• Surface marks. Features such as urban surface roughness [7,8] or pollutant emission inventories may need to

be properly marked in the geometry representation. In this manner, the mesh can inherit the geometry marks

for the corresponding flow or transport model.

In the literature of computer vision, we can find many approaches to represent a 3D model of a city [9–17].

These approaches, model the cities starting from high-resolution, sub-metric size, LiDAR data. However, meshing

requirements in computer vision are different to those in simulation. As opposed to computer vision, where the

main meshing target is the visual realism of the mesh, computational meshes requires of well defined meshes around

buildings which must be watertight and composed by well-shaped elements.

Many previous studies have already confronted with the issue of urban flow simulations and, consequently, with

the previous generation of meshes for computational purposes. From the meshing point of view a clear division exists.

On the one hand, several works [18–21] define the urban geometry by means of a CAD surface or an STL that has

required dedicated manual design and cleaning. In this case, the geometry definition holds less idealization and it is

closer to reality but, in contrast, the computational domain is normally constrained to a small portion of a city. On the

other hand, other works (e.g. urban canopy models) may cover larger city areas but assume planar underlaying terrain

and idealized street canyon building distributions [22]. In contrast with both approaches, we target at an automatic

definition of geometry without manual design and cleaning and including topography and an idealization of the city

as a set of blocks, each with a height resulting from averaging its individual buildings.

The main contribution of this works is to present a method to represent the surface geometry of urban areas taking

into account all the previous requirements. The main application is to generate unstructured 3D computational meshes

for non-viscous flow simulation of urban areas. To this purpose, our novel methodology combines information from a

cadastre, a DEM and 3D LiDAR data point clouds and align them to obtain an idealized geometry for flow/transport

simulation purposes. In particular, we use a DEM to build a city topography where no low-scale urban noise is present.

Next, we use a simple block description given by the cadastre to build a clean definition of the block contours. Finally,

we use LiDAR data strictly to provide the building/block actual height, avoiding the non-representative information

(noise) existing in the LiDAR data, particularly at street level. In this way, the procedure can be automated and does

not require of any manual cleaning or filtering in any of the three data sources. In this paper, this methodology is

applied to mesh the whole city of Barcelona at a block level. However, it could be straightforwardly exported to any

metropolitan area for which these sources of data are available.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the scope of this work, states the problem

and the solution steps. Section 3 describes the approach to generate the surface model of a given city landscape.
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Figure 1. (a) DEM of the neighboring area around Barcelona. Zoom of the (b) DEM and (c) LiDAR data in the same area.

Finally, in Section 4 we present the main highlights of the tetrahedral mesh generation, and in Section 5 we analyze

the application to the particular case of Barcelona city.

2. Problem statement and methodology

2.1. Sources of data

The methodology presented in this work requires of three different sources of data. First, a DEM file of the city

representing the bare ground and consisting of a regular grid with elevations at each node, a cloud point, or a triangular

surface mesh. This DEM is used to obtain a final clean mesh of the ground that features no urban morphologies and is

the starting surface where city blocks will be extruded. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the DEM for the case of Barcelona

city. Second, one requires a cadastre of the target city (or metropolitan area) or any equivalent two dimensional

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) geometry (see Figure 2). Different levels of detail (blocks, single buildings, gardens,

urban elements, etc.) can be switched on/off through the CAD layers. Here we focus on the city at a block level

only, i.e. we only retain the blocks of the target city and remove the rest of layers. The set of closed curves defining

each block is used to obtain clean building facades and roofs, without undesired features. In particular, for the case

of Barcelona, it consists of 4834 blocks for a domain of 11 × 15 km2 (the underlying DEM extends 30 × 20 km2 so

that a buffer zone exists having topographic features only). Third, LiDAR data of the city (Figure 1(c)) will be used

to retrieve a heigh-resolution map of the buildings/blocks automatically and without need for cleaning or filtering.
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Figure 2. Cadastre of Barcelona city: (a) complete cadastre, (b) sample of Eixample and Gotic neighborhoods, and (c) sample of Eixample

neighborhood.

2.2. Methodology

The procedure to define a 3D geometry of a city at block level and to generate a tetrahedral mesh is composed of

4 steps, illustrated in Figure 3:

1. Generate a mesh of the cadastre. In Section 3.1, we generate a 1D mesh of the cadastre with elements of the

desired edge length for the ground, and afterwards a planar triangle mesh that is constrained to the previously

generated edge mesh. Figure 3(a) shows the 2D mesh obtained for the 13 selected cadastre blocks, where the

color of the elements differentiates ground and block id.

2. Generate a surface mesh of the topography. In Section 3.2, the surface mesh is derived from the previous

2D mesh that better approximates topography in a least-squares sense. Figure 3(b) shows the obtained surface

mesh which, in this region, has a small topographic gradient of 25 meters only. Note that the surface mesh is

still conformal with the blocks defined by the cadastre description.

3. Generate the city block geometry. In Section 3.3, we first duplicate the boundary nodes of the blocks and

construct a triangle mesh that topologically connects the already existent ground nodes with the new roof ones,

generating the block facades. Next, we compute the roof heights using the LiDAR data. In particular, we

compute the averaged height of a block integrating the LiDAR height data in the region belonging to a block.

Figure 3(c) shows the resulting city block surface obtained for the selected test case.

4. Generate a tetrahedral volume mesh. In Section 4, using the defined geometry as an STL representation and

closing it with a box of the desired height, one can use any well established tetrahedral mesh generation code

to obtain a tetrahedral mesh (e.g. TetGen [23] or NetGen[24]). Note that we require to prescribe the desired

element size in the ground and buildings, and in the top ceiling and boundary walls. Moreover, due to the
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Figure 3. Main steps of the geometry definition and mesh generation process for a sample of 13 blocks at Barcelona: (a) 2D cadastre mesh, (b)

topography surface mesh conformal with the cadastre blokcs (colored by ground or block id), (c) geometry definition with topography and blocks

(colored by ground or block id), and (d) final tetrahedral mesh (colored with respect to the quality of the elements: red represents good quality, and

dark blue bad quality).

complexity of the geometry, we will use quality measures to assess the validity of the obtained meshes and

optimize them [25,26]. The obtained mesh for the studied test case is illustrated in Figure 3(d).

3. Geometrical representation of a city: blocks, heights, and topography

The main objective of this work is to obtain an idealized model of a city landscape that is valid for meshing

purposes and has no human intervention in the process. To do so we focus on reproducing two main geometrical

features. First, we want to include the topography in our idealized surface. Although there are many geometrical

features in a city, one of the most relevant ones is the topography. Even if there are no mountains around the city, a

small slope through several kilometers influences and determines significantly the behavior of the air flow. Moreover,

in cities like Barcelona, our test example, we find several hills and two mountain ranges in the target domain that is

mandatory to include in the geometry. Particularly in our region of interest around Barcelona, we cover a region from

the sea level to peaks and crests of a height that reach 600 meters.

Second, among all the urban features present in the city, we are strictly interested in the city at the block level.

To constrain strictly to the city blocks we make to main simplifications. On the one hand, we want to avoid any

other urban equipment rather than the buildings. In the resulting idealized model we do not want to include fire

hydrants, traffic lights, trees, antennas... since a proper discretization of urban features that are smaller than buildings

would increase significantly the number of elements of the final mesh, preventing the overall procedure to be actually

operative. In addition, those components area geometrically negligible with respect to the size of the blocks.
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On the other hand, we have to choose between representing each single building or the city blocks. Herein, we

qualitatively assume that at the city (or metropolitan area) scale the influence of the feature of each single building

is negligible with respect to the influence of the blocks themselves in the overall domain. This simplification allows

obtaining a clean geometry of the whole city with a small element count in the surface mesh.

In future works we will study the quantitative difference between the building and block approaches. However,

the generated meshes are to be used in an operative procedure to obtain daily data about the weather and pollution

forecast in the city. Therefore, the geometrical accuracy has to be balanced with a reduced final element count so that

the overall procedure becomes actually operative.

The generation of the geometry is divided in three main steps: meshing the cadastre (2D), generating the topogra-

phy mesh (surface mesh without city blocks), and generating the city blocks.

3.1. Cadastre mesh

As highlighted in Section 2.2, the first step towards generating an idealized city modeling is to obtain the cadastre

(floor plan) of the city. Using the cadastre will provide a clean mesh representation of the city blocks, avoiding the

noise present in the LiDAR data, which features not only the buildings but at the same time any other urban element

present at the moment of the data extraction. For instance, a fire hydrant featuring in the LiDAR data would require a

too fine mesh in order to be captured properly, but it would not provide actual information for the wind assessment of

the city, wasting therefore computational resources.

Hence, provided the cadastre of the target region that is to be simulated, we will generate a 1D mesh composed

by edges of the desired mesh size. Next, we generate a planar triangle mesh which conforms the 1D mesh. In the

2D mesh, taking into account that the 1D mesh defines closed regions, we classify each element marking to which

block does it belong or if it belongs to the ground. To generate the triangle mesh we use the Delaunay-based mesher

Triangle [27].

3.2. Topography surface mesh

The second step of the geometry definition is to define a the topography surface mesh. To do so we compute the

least squares approximation of the Digital Elevation model with the generated triangle mesh of the cadastre.

Let h(x) be a continuous field (DEM) that we want to approximate. In particular, we want to compute a nodal linear

approximation:

z(x) =

nN∑
i=1

zi φi(x),

where φi is the shape function corresponding to node i and zi is the height of node i.
Instead of performing an interpolative approach, we want to minimize the error between our approximation and

the exact data. In particular, we want the coefficients zi, i = 1, . . . , nN that give the best approximation of the DEM

data in the least squares sense. That is,

{z1, . . . , znN } = argmin
zi

‖z − h‖2 = argmin
zi

< z − h , z − h >,

where the scalar product is defined as

< f , g >=
∫
Ω

f (x) · g(x) dx,

being Ω the DEM domain covered by the mesh. The corresponding normal equations are:

nN∑
j=1

< φi, φ j > z j =< φi, h > ∀i = 1, . . . , nN ,

from which we can compute the height of the nodes in a straight-forward manner solving the linear system with a

SDP matrix.
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Figure 4. Barcelona surface geometry.

Recall that we could also compute the best aproximation taking into account the (xi, yi, zi) node components.

However, we want to keep the conformity of the surface with the cadastre in order to extrude the blocks in the next

step. Therefore, we fix the xi and yi components of the nodes and strictly find the zi component that gives the best

approximation of the topography, with one degree of freedom for each mesh node.

3.3. Block surface mesh

Given the topography mesh of a city landscape, we generate the block mesh in two steps. First, we set the topology

of the facades. It is important to highlight that the topography mesh is conformal with the block facades from the

cadastre by construction. During the process, the planar cadastre mesh is converted to a surface mesh by elevating the

nodes adding a third coordinate component and therefore, ensuring that the cadastre is conformal with the topography.

Furthermore, we have a mark for each element that sets its block id, or its belonging to the ground. Therefore, we get

all the boundary edges of a given block id and we duplicate the nodes belonging to those edges. Next, we generate

for each new edge two triangles that connect the new nodes on the roof with the already existent ground nodes. Those

new triangles compose the facades of the blocks.

Following, we compute the height of the roof of the blocks integrating the LiDAR data on the block region. That

is, the height Hb of a block b is

Hb =
1

Ab

∑
Ee∈Rb

∫
Ee

l(x) dx, (1)

where Ee denotes the e-nth element, Rb denotes the set of elements that compose the block b, Ab the area of the block

(sum of the area of its elements) and l(x) denotes the height field provided by the LiDAR data.

Note that in the cadastre one can have regions where buildings are registered but have not been build yet or have

been demolished (that is, data from a cadastre and a LiDAR campaign will very likely be not synchronous). Therefore,

in the block generation procedure we filter cadastre regions that are not actual buildings. To this end, we use both

the LiDAR data and the DEM comparing the block height obtained with both surface representations. If the block

height is equal in both cases up to an input tolerance, we will remove this region and consider it ground. Note that

this filtering is also necessary for data in the cadastre that does not match the desired block idealization, such as

roundabouts, lakes or parks. The default tolerance is 3 meters, which is the standard value for a one floor building.

The resulting mesh obtained for Barcelona city is illustrated in Figure 4. The obtained geometry is composed by

4834 city blocks and the triangle surface mesh that defines the geometry is composed by around 2 million elements,

with an element size between one and 15 meters.

4. Application to tetrahedral mesh generation

Given the surface mesh of the city landscape geometry obtained in Section 3, we next close the geometry defining

a box of the desired height. The resulting closed mesh can be given as input to any well-established and robust
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Figure 5. (a) Original tetrahedron with an upper face that it is not on the boundary but has all the nodes on the boundary. (b) Barycentric split of

the element. (c) Face split to ensure at least one degree of freedom on the face.

tetrahedral mesher. In particular we have used TetGen [23] to obtain a Delaunay-based mesh with the desired element

size. We consider isotropic tetrahedra and, in order to control the element size, we prescribe the surface mesh size

fine on the ground and coarser on the ceiling. The ground edge length is in the range of 1 to 15 meters (featuring

elements on highly geometrically constrained areas of edges between 0.1 and 1 meters) whereas the ceiling length is

of the order of 100 meters. Moreover, the element size on the ground grows up to 50 meters away from the target city.

The resulting mesh has to be post-processed in order to avoid elements with all nodes on the boundary. This is

necessary in oder to prevent tetrahedra where all the nodes are on the boundary, something possible in case of sharp

geometric features. To avoid this issue, we have implemented two templates to ensure that no elements or non-

boundary faces have all the nodes on the boundary. In particular, we first subdivide all the elements that have either all

the nodes on the boundary, or a non-boundary face will all the nodes on the boundary. As illustrated in Figure 5(b) we

compute a barycentric subdivision of the elements into four new tetrahedra. Next, we get all the resulting tetrahedra

with a non-boundary face with all nodes on the boundary and we split that face into three triangles, and each of the

two adjacent elements into three new tetrahedra, see Figure 5(c).

Another possible issue in this kind of geometry is the existence of alleys with a width of 1-2 meters that would be

composed by strictly one element width. These cases can be automatically resolved by the tetrahedral mesher by

imposing that the tetrahedral elements are n times finer than the surface ones, where n is an input parameter (n = 2 by

default). Once the mesh is generated, we will compute the new approximation of the DEM file delivered by the finer

surface mesh. To end with, we highlight that the generated tetrahedral mesh is constrained to a complex geometry,

which in some regions may derive in low-quality elements. To assess the validity of the mesh we will take into

consideration the shape quality measure [25], a Jacobian-based measure that is suitable for smoothing and untangling

[26,28], and that quantifies the quality of the element in terms of a target ideal tetrahedraon. Since we are dealing

with isotropic Delaunay-based meshes, we consider as ideal the equilateral tetrahedron. In particular, we will use the

optimization framework provided in the work [26], which allows smoothing tetrahedral meshes with respect to the

desired ideal element, and features untangling if inverted elements are present.

5. Results

Figure 6 illutrates the final tetrahedral mesh obtained for Barcelona after splitting the boundary elements and

optimizing the mesh quality. We stress that this geometry has been obtained automatically merging the cadastre,

DEM and LiDAR data, without human intervention, which demonstrates the robustness of the presented approach.

We would like to highlight that the mesh generation procedure requires two input sizing values: the edge length

hs on the surface (topography and buildings) and the edge length ht at the top ceiling. Provided these two values the

mesh sizing of the procedure is automatically determined in the following hierarchical process:

• 1D cadastre meshing: the maximum edge length is determined by hs, and it may feature smaller edges due to

geometric constrains (distance between the vertices of the geometry).
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Figure 6. Mesh at block level of Barcelona city. The elements are colored with respect to their quality.

• 2D surface meshing: the maximum edge length is determined by hs. Some elements may feature smaller size

due to the resolution of the previously generated 1D mesh and to ensure good-quality elements. In particular,

the mesher [27] allows ensuring that no triangles have angles lower than a desired value (herein, defaulted at 10

degrees).

• 3D volume meshing: the maximum edge length at the ground level and the top ceiling are determined by hs and

ht, respectively. In addition, the mesh may feature smaller element lengths according to the geometric features

of the surface mesh and to enforce the quality of the volume mesh. In particular, two quality critera are applied

to generate the volume mesh [23]. First, a maximum allowable radius-edge ratio (defaulted at 2), and second a

minimum allowable dihedral angle (herein, defaulted also at 10 degrees).

In the test example for Barcelona city illustrated in Figure 6 the selected mesh sizes are hs = 15 and ht = 100.

The resulting surface mesh is composed by 2M elements and 1K nodes. The computational time to generate it on

a MacBook Pro (with one dual-core Intel Core i7 CPU, a clock frequency of 3.0 GHz, and a total memory of 16

GBytes) is of 113 seconds, from which 19s correspond to the 2D mesh generation of the cadastre, 14s correspond to

generating the block facades, and 80s correspond to computing the surface mesh.

The obtained volume mesh is composed by 50M tetrahedral elements and 10M nodes. The computational time to

generate the volume mesh is 104 minutes, from which 93 minutes correspond to the mesh generation procedure and

11 minutes to the optimization of the mesh. In this example, the mesh sizing, and the geometry and quality constrains

of the hierarchical process lead to a mesh with minimum edge length of 0.1 meters. We would like to highlight that the

optimization framework is able to enhance the quality of the tetrahedral mesh and improve the quality of its elements,

stepping form a minimum shape quality of 0.03 to 0.06.
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6. Concluding remarks

We have presented an automatic method to generate idealized city geometries ready for meshing for computational

purposes. The presented method requires three sources of data that are standardly available in any city: the cadastre,

a DEM (which contains the underlaying topography) and LiDAR data of the city. The procedure assumes that there

are two main geometrical features to be included in the idealized geometry: the topography and the blocks. This level

of idealization allows obtaining a technique which presents several features. First, the geometry definition is robust

and automatic, does not require manual intervention and is not influenced by the noise present in the data. Second,

it presents a low element count of the geometry mesh, taking into account that we are dealing with domains of the

order of a hundred square kilometers and thousands of blocks. Moreover, we are taking into account in the geometry

definition that generated mesh will be used to daily compute several times a weather and pollution forecast in the city.

Therefore, a balance is needed between the number of elements and the computational resources available in order to

deliver simulation results timely.

Finally, we would like to highlight that this is an ongoing work where two main features have to be studied in the

near future. First, a study between the improvement derived from going to the block level to the building level and the

resulting increase in the computational cost. Second, we would like to automatically detect singular buildings, such as

churches, where a different idealization could be used, analyzing again the gain in precision of the derived simulation

versus the increase in the computational cost.
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